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October Market Outlook
•Japanese Equities: No Sense of Overvaluation from
Equity Price Indicators after the Recent Rise in Equity Prices
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[Market review in September]
Equity prices in Japan rose. In the first half of the month, equity prices were weak, due to concerns
about the impact of natural disasters which occurred early in the month. In the middle of the month,
despite the U.S.’s official decision to expand the scope of additional customs tariffs on Chinese
products, equity prices rose with the spreading of opinions that bad news about the said problem
had been exhausted. Moreover, equity prices were also boosted by a new trade negotiation that
was agreed upon to be started at the Japan–U.S. summit meeting held at the end of the month and
the fact that additional customs tariffs by the U.S. on automobiles were shelved for the time being.

[Outlook]
While we must continue to be vigilant about changes in the trade friction between the U.S. and
China, its impact on markets is likely to remain limited unless there is a new development. On the
other hand, equity price indicators such as PER (price earnings ratio) do not seem to be overvalued
despite the sense of overheating for some technical indicators because of the recent rise in equity
prices. Accordingly, if there is additional news, a further rise can be expected. A substantial net
buying by overseas investors and announcements by Japanese companies of financial results from
late this month could provide such news.
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*Source: data from Nikkei Inc. prepared by Daiwa Asset
Management

* Copyright, intellectual property rights and all other rights relating to the Nikkei Stock Average (Nikkei 225) belongs to the Nikkei Inc. The company has the right
to change the contents of the Nikkei Stock Average (Nikkei 225) and to stop the publication.

Disclaimer: Warning before handling this material
• This material was prepared by Daiwa Asset Management Co.Ltd to provide reference information for investment. It should not be construed
as an offer or a solicitation to purchase or subscribe to any fund products. Potential investors should refer to and read the prospectus of
each fund product for more detailed information prior to their investment decision.
• The information, statements, forecasts and projections contained herein, including any expression of opinion, are based upon sources
believed to be reliable, but their accuracy, correctness or completeness are not guaranteed. The performance of investments, if referred
herein, is based on past data and is neither necessarily an indication nor a guarantee of future performance of investments. Daiwa Asset
Management Co.Ltd. made all reasonable efforts to ensure that the information contained herein is current, but it is subject to change
without notice. Daiwa Asset Management Co.Ltd., or any of its respective affiliates, accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct or
consequential loss arising from any use of this material or its content.

